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But knowledge and inventions in
“We are confident that these reQuantum Engineering quantum
technology are useful in search projects under the Quantum
other ways. For example, to prevent Engineering Programme will allow
Programme will allow
security breaches, said Professor Pe- Singapore to build engineering soluSingapore to build
ter Knight, physicist and professor tions and systems to strengthen our
engineering solutions of quantum optics at Imperial Col- expertise and competitive edge in
lege London. “We have learnt to the global market for quantum deand systems to
trust entirely the encryption tech- vices and applications,” he added.
niques used now, and relying on enThe projects were chosen from 18
strengthen our
cryption invented 30 to 40 years white papers submitted from July
expertise and
ago,” Prof Knight said.
last year, and evaluated by an inter“What is computationally hard national panel that awarded the
competitive edge in
changes, and becomes dead easy grants based on the projects’ quality,
the global market for
with a quantum computer – decrypt- and relevance to Singapore.
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be at risk if an adversary has a quan- duce a wholly unique, random, and
tum computer,” Prof Knight said.
shared secret key, that can be used
So while a quantum computer can to encrypt and decrypt messages.
decrypt any organisation’s trade se“Our proposal is to develop a scalcrets, confidential communication, able, robust, and efficient quantum
and sensitive data, he added that a key distribution (QKD) network
more secure, quantum-based com- technology,” said Prof Lim.
munications network can combat
“The team aims to deliver two
this infiltration. He said that new re- QKD prototypes together with chipsearch is being developed – to “see” based quantum technologies for
changes in the links between quan- quantum networks over the next
tum particles, and detect if someone five years,” he added.
is trying to intercept THE
communicaSTRAITS TIMES, 16 FEB 2019, PAGE A28
tions. This will help to create secure tienli@sph.com.sg

Scientists develop
AI to predict and
engineer material
properties

ation, Nasa’s Opportunity rover mission is at an end after almost 15
with it during a severe planet-wide dust storm in June last year, was
tact, engineers in the Space Flight Operations Facility at Nasa’s Jet
no avail. Designed to last just 90 Martian days and travel 1km,
said Nasa. In addition to exceeding its life expectancy by 60 times,
al resting spot on Mars — Perseverance Valley. During its journey, it
ages. This self-portrait of Opportunity, courtesy of the Sun and the
ater” in the Meridiani Planum region of the Red Planet on July 26,
ce of Mars than one called Perseverance Valley,” said Dr Michael
ver is testament to the ingenuity, dedication, and perseverance of

Scientists have developed a machine learning approach that can
predict the effects of strain on the
properties of materials, paving the
way for new developments in communications, information processing and energy.
The research was done by
Nanyang Technological University (NTU), together with the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and Russia’s
Skolkovo Institute of Science and
Technology.
When a semiconductor material
is bent or strained, the atoms in its
structure are perturbed, changing
its properties such as how it conducts electricity, heat or light
transmission.
NTU president Professor Subra
Suresh, a senior author of the
study, said the new method made
it possible to calculate the almost
infinite number of potential combinations of material strain. “Now
we have this reasonably accurate
method that drastically reduces
the complexity of the calculations
needed,” he said.
“Our research is an illustration
of how recent advances in seemingly distant fields such as material physics, artificial intelligence,
computing and machine learning
can be brought together to advance scientific knowledge that
has strong implications for industry application.”
In a paper published in the Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences this week, the authors
demonstrated their use of artificial intelligence to identify the
most energy-efficient strain pathways that could transform diamond into more effective semiconductors.
Last year, the NTU and MIT authors reported in the journal Science that diamond nanoneedles
could be bent and stretched as
much as 9 per cent, which was surprising given that diamond is the
hardest known natural material.
And in earlier research with industrial applications, “strain engineering” was used on silicon processor chips, where a one per cent
strain allowed electrons to move
faster, resulting in up to 50 per
cent higher processing speeds.

In the latest study, the team examined the effects of strain on the
bandgap, a key electronic property
of semiconductors, in both silicon
and diamond. Using their neural
network algorithm, they predicted
how different amounts and orientations of strain would affect the
bandgap.
Being able to tune the bandgap
could improve the efficiency of
semiconductor materials such as a
silicon solar cell, increasing the energy harnessed from light while
making it a thousand times thinner, thus reducing the cost needed
for materials, transportation and
infrastructure, said NTU in a statement.
Diamond has shown great potential as a semiconductor material
ideal for high-frequency devices
such as radios in satellite communication and power electronics used
for mobile networks and electrical
power grids, it added.
PUSHING THE LIMITS

Our research is an
illustration of how
recent advances in
seemingly distant
fields such as
material physics,
artificial intelligence,
computing and
machine learning can
be brought together
to advance scientific
knowledge that has
strong implications
for industry
application.
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NTU PRESIDENT PROFESSOR SUBRA
SURESH, describing the intersection of
multiple scientific disciplines in the study.
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